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While in the movie Gita Cinta, Galih was a regular student at the SMA that popularized the philosophy Sekolah Diharap (a special school that teaches students to be independent and responsible in life). Although Ratna is also a senior
high school student, it seems as though she has not yet learned how to act on her own. In The Night Comes for Us, Ratna has been kicked out of her school because her teachers considered her to be a terrible student. But in the
movie, Ratna is determined to become a better student by herself. She soon finds herself working at a café run by Galih, who is living alone in an apartment. Eventually, Ratna and Galih fall in love and start a relationship. The movie
also features music from Indonesian rock band Irama, most notably Kesempatan and Lele. Although the plot is fictional and the music used in the film is fictional, it's always good to hear their music for inspiration to make their own
songs. Although Ratna and Galih's relationship is just an ordinary teenage romance, the movie doesn't shy away from tackling some serious social issues. One of the most controversial scenes is the scene where Ratna drinks a lot of
alcohol. This scene was censored at the Netherlands' cinema where the film was released, after complaints over the depiction of alcohol. Ratna goes to investigate the music store of her father. While there, she hears Galih's tape of
Sakura playing on his Walkman. After the song is over, Ratna imagines Galih visiting the store, while the lights of the store gradually fade. The movie ends with the couple putting back the cassette in the Walkman.
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english subtitle for merantau (2009) download mp4 for free to watch in hd 720p or 4k. merantau (2009) is a torrent download related to indonesian short film. the quality of merantau (2009) movie is great. you will never regret your
decision to download merantau (2009) mp4 movie in best quality. the story centers on the surprising romance between an old-school mixtape collector and a girl attending her first sma classes. it takes place in a jakarta high school

where the hipper students club together to raise the grades of those who look more down to earth, including a professor who is secretly collecting cassettes of old school hits, not just for nostalgia, but to compose music using them in
innovative ways. the story revolves around the forces that are set in motion in the lives of galih, a music fanatic and aspiring composer, and ratna, who just happens to be one of the cooler group of students in her class. though galih
and ratna initially hate each other, as time passes, they slowly fall for each other. throughout their lives, their shared passion for music is what brings them closer together as they form a bond which is tested when galih sets his heart

on ratna. as the clock ticks, are the people around them ready to understand their story or just remain spectators? while ratna's parents are clueless about the romance between their daughter and galih, a classmate gets to know
about it and does not approve of it. together with his friend, he plans to steal galih's cassette collection when his house is being sold. singaporeans have sent us your questions and iluvmovies brings you the answers to your questions

about this movie merantau. have you watched merantau (2009) yet? be sure to write your comments below for our readers! 5ec8ef588b
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